The pearl of the night's sky beams down on mother Earth, casting its reflection upon the tumultuous sea. The Moon Tarot utilizes Aquarius™ Pearl Base to mimic the luminous nature of this heavenly body both in the sky above and the waters below.

The astrology correspondent to Aquarius™, The Star Tarot represents hope, power and strength. Aquarius™ Glitter Base is utilized in this print to bring light to the stars.

1. AQUARIUS™ GLITTER BASE - PURPLE FLAKE
   30 MESH
   FLASH

2. AQUARIUS™ BRIGHT DISCHARGE - 294 C
   160 MESH

3. AQUARIUS™ BRIGHT DISCHARGE - 293 C
   160 MESH

4. AQUARIUS™ BRIGHT DISCHARGE - 2144 C
   160 MESH

5. AQUARIUS™ BRIGHT DISCHARGE - 292 C
   160 MESH

6. AQUARIUS™ BRIGHT DISCHARGE - WHITE
   160 MESH
   FLASH

7. AQUARIUS™ GLITTER BASE - SILVER FLAKE
   30 MESH

*LT BLUE = .2% BLUE R CONCENTRATE
*DK BLUE = 5% V R CONCENTRATE